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TRANSITIONAL
The perfect
blending of two
unique styles...

Opposites do attract! Transitional style is the harmonious
blending of modern and
traditional elements. The
result is an elegant, enduring
design that is both inviting
and
inspirational.
The
transitional color palette
relies on soft colors like
beige, tan and ivory that
evoke a clean and serene
atmosphere with dark browns
adding contrast and depth.
Straight and simple lines
are essential to transitional
design, with an occasional
soft curve thrown in to
add character. What makes
transitional design so unique
is the inherent ability to allow
for natural elements such as
stone, granite and wood to
play sophisticated roles in
melding the two styles.

AFTER

BEFORE

The three projects showcased in this newsletter were chosen based
on their use of transitional design.
The projects cover a wide spectrum of personalities from a strong statement
made with reclaimed wood to a timeless kitchen that complements a traditional
1920’s ranch home. Styles have been blended to meet each homeowners current
lifestyle. Allowing each of them to “Fall in Love with their Home. . . Again.”
View our gallery at www.weidmannremodeling.com/gallery.php .
White shaker style cabinets with clean lines surround a dark stained bead board island. Warm
hardwoods act as a traditional anchor to the stainless steel appliances and brushed nickel fixtures
which add modern themes, culminating in a kitchen that exemplifies transitional style.

2013 Color Trends
Pantone’s (a leading authority on
color) predictions are forecasting
a very colorful 2013! They are
predicting that Emerald is the color
of the year, with other bright colors right behind it; Jade, Navy and
Poppy, to name a few. While these forecasted colors are geared more
towards the fashion industry, there is a distinct crossover between
fashion and homes. But, what if Emerald is a little out of your
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comfort zone? Sherwin Williams is presenting more toned down
versions of these colors for their 2013 lineup. Their colors are Aloe
Green, Rosedust and Darkroom. Also, you can use soft greys and
tans (transitional colors) as grounding wall colors and bring in pops
of color through counter top selections, cabinet hardware, tiles and
accessories. Whatever direction you decide to go, 2013 is definitely

AFTER

a year of color!

The neutral walls and straight lines create an uncomplicated atmosphere while the rich wood tones and
curved staircase provide interest and character. The blending of modern lighting with the Mission-style
cabinets further enhances the transitional style of this space.
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BEFORE

New Clients Mike & Jenny Amerson
Sean & Kathy Cassidy
Charley & Wendy Corbett

AFTER
Bold reclaimed timbers contrast
the serenity of this master bath,
creating a unique space that
blends rustic and modern. The
warm tile floor, dark custom
vanity, lighting and wall color
further enhance the transitional
style. Repeating the warm wall
color and bold wood details in
the master bedroom creates a
seamless flow between the two
spaces.

Bill & Heidi McCall
Jim & Kathy Wolf

Repeat Clients Hank & Alison Hall
Curt & Marilyn Kimball
Bill & Joan Kohlins
Carter & Kay Lucas
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